Lisberger, 1996). We now report that pursuit learning is temporally specific: the peak velocity of the learned eye movement in probe trials always occurred around the Introduction time when the target would have changed direction in the learning trials. We also demonstrate that the timing Precise timing is at the heart of all our movements. Timing on a scale of tens to hundreds of milliseconds of the learned eye movement was controlled by signals that varied according to task requirements, ensuring is essential to coordinate the components of complex movements and the sequence of muscular contractions high temporal precision under a variety of behavioral circumstances. for simple movements. To achieve movements with high temporal precision, the brain must garner temporal information from internal and/or external cues and generResults ate an internal representation of the passage of time with millisecond accuracy.
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Directional Learning of Smooth Pursuit Motor timing has been examined using a variety of
Eye Movements tasks that can be categorized according to the nature To assess the control eye movement responses, each of the signals that contribute to the underlying represendaily experiment began with a baseline block that intation of time. In some tasks, the only temporal signal cluded approximately 50 trials of horizontal target moavailable is the passage of time itself, and under these tion at 10Њ/s in the learning direction ( Figure 1A ). In the conditions timing is said to be "explicit," as if the brain subsequent block of learning trials, targets moved in were keeping track of time with a stopwatch (Buonothe learning direction at 10Њ/s for a fixed duration before mano and Karmarkar, 2002; Gibbon et al., 1997; Ivry, changing direction through the addition of a component 1996; Miall, 1992; Schoner, 2002) . For example, it has of vertical motion at 30Њ/s for 500 ms. In Figure 1B , for been suggested that maintaining an internal tempo in example, the learning direction was rightward and a 500 any solo music performance depends on a neural clock ms interstimulus interval (ISI) intervened between the that ticks at an abstract level and provides explicit temonset of horizontal target motion and the addition of poral reference points (Janata and Grafton, 2003;  vertical target motion. During the first few learning trials, Palmer, 1997). However, temporal information is not aland due to the intrinsic delay of the pursuit system ways encoded explicitly; in some behaviors the passage (Lisberger et al., 1987) , the monkeys responded to the change in target direction about 100 ms after the onset of vertical target motion. Responses after the change *Correspondence: jmedina@phy.ucsf.edu motion at 10Њ/s, evoked a horizontal smooth eye movement followed by a vertical smooth eye movement. In Figure 1C , for example, the monkey's initial rightward pursuit (top panel in right side of Figure 1C ) was accompanied by a later upward smooth eye motion (bottom panel in right side of Figure 1C ), even though the probe target moved only to the right. The peak of the learned vertical eye movement was timed appropriately to correspond to the time when the target would have begun to move upward on the learning trials (indicated by the upward arrow in Figure 1C ). Figure 1D shows that directional learning caused similar trajectories of learned eye movements in all three monkeys we studied. For targets that changed direction 500 ms after motion onset, the peak vertical velocity of the learned eye movement varied from about 2Њ/s in monkey P to about 4Њ/s in monkeys M and Z, but the time course was similar. The onset of the learned eye movement anticipated the onset of vertical target motion and reached a peak at about the time the vertical target motion would have begun in the learning trials (upward vertical arrows in Figure 1D ).
Temporal Specificity of Learning
Altering the time when the target changed direction in learning trials changed the timing of the learned eye movement. In this set of experiments, the ISI used for the learning trials was kept constant for the whole daily session but was varied from one day to the next. We used ISIs of 50, 150, 250, 500, 750, or 1000 ms on different days. Figures 2A and 2B show two features of the learned vertical eye velocities measured in probe trials that were randomly interleaved among learning trials of a particular ISI (ISI is color coded by the downward change in direction of target motion would have occured in the learning trials ( Figure 2C ). When the ISI was 50 or 150 ms, the time to the peak of the learned vertical eye velocity reached a minimum at about 250 ms after in direction consisted of a small smooth eye movement, a saccade to catch up with the moving target, and postthe onset of the horizontal target motion, reflecting the intrinsic delay of 100 ms in the pursuit system (Lisberger saccadic vertical eye speed that nearly matched vertical target speed (bottom panel in right side of Figure 1B) . To et al., 1987) and the dynamics of smooth tracking eye movements. The temporal precision of the learned reassess any learning effects, probe trials were presented occasionally, randomly interleaved among learning trisponse also was related to the ISI used in the learning trials. The standard deviation of the time of the peak als. After 50 to 100 learning trials, the postlearning probe trials, which were identical to the trials in the baseline vertical eye velocity was small when the ISI was 150 ms and increased to values in excess of 300 ms when ISI block and therefore consisted of purely horizontal target total upward displacement in the learned eye movement Due to the intrinsic visual delay in the pursuit system, ( Figure 3B ). Note that for this analysis we computed we might expect the peak velocity of the learned vertical the displacement after removing saccades from the raw eye movement to occur at the time the delay expires, position traces because we wanted to look at the about 100 ms after the onset of the eye movement (Lissmooth pursuit system in isolation, without any potential contributions from the saccadic system. berger et al., 1987). However, inspection of the average We next examined whether the average amplitude of the learned eye movement for a particular ISI was correlated with the average performance during the learning trials. The traces in Figures 3C and 3D show that the vertical eye velocity evoked during the first ten learning trials did not depend on the ISI. Each response began with an early saccade shortly after the onset of upward target motion, shown by the gaps in vertical eye velocity near the start of each trace. The saccade was followed by smooth eye velocity responses to the 500 ms pulse of vertical target velocity. Neither the onset latency, size, or duration of the initial saccade nor the amplitude of the subsequent upward pursuit velocity varied significantly as a function of ISI for monkey M or P ( Figures 3C and 3D, respectively) . Because the response to the vertical target motion during the initial learning trials was the same for all values of ISI, we conclude that performance deficits cannot be responsible for the effect of ISI on the size of the learned response.
Having established that learned eye movements are temporally specific for the particular ISI used in the learning trials, the next two sections examine how the different motion signals that are available during a typi- probe trials, we varied the horizontal target speed to dissociate time and distance, just as we had varied initial target position to dissociate time and position in Figure  4 . Depending on whether distance or time were being starting at different positions aligned in a vertical column ( Figures 5A and 5B) , indicating that the peak vertical learned, the vertical velocity of the learned eye movement would be expected to reach a peak when the target velocity of the individual learned eye movements occurred at the same time but different positions.
had either (1) traversed the same horizontal distance (5Њ) or (2) moved for the same amount of time after the We next asked whether we could force the pursuit versed different distances during the ISI (five icons at the top of Figure 7A ). As was done for the experiment shown in Figure 6 , probe trials were presented at different velocities. For both monkeys, the peaks of the average vertical eye velocity traces for the different probe trials were better aligned when plotted as a function of time ( Figures 7A3 and 7A4 ) than when they were plotted as a function of horizontal distance (Figures 7A1 and 7A2) .
In the experiment in Figure 7B , we promoted learning of distance by varying systematically the ISI and the horizontal target speed in different learning trials so that the target always traversed the same horizontal distance of 5Њ during the ISI (five icons at the top of Figure 7B ). As in Figures 6 and 7A , probe trials delivered different target velocities. When the learned vertical eye velocity for different probe trials was averaged separately and plotted as a function of the horizontal distance traversed by the probe target, the peaks of the average traces were aligned better than they had been in Figure 7A , although the alignment was not perfect (Figures 7B1  and 7B2) . However, the peaks were very poorly aligned when the same average vertical eye velocity traces were plotted as a function of time ( Figures 7B3 and 7B4 ). For both sets of experiments in Figure 7 , the peak vertical Figures 6C and 6D) . For monkey Z, the peaks of the and 8F). Statistical analysis using Levene's test for holearned vertical eye velocity traces aligned better when mogeneity of variance demonstrated that for both monplotted as a function of time, indicating that for the most keys the variability in the time of the peak learned eye part the pursuit system learned that the change in target velocity was lower in Figures 8C and 8D , whereas the direction would occur 500 ms after motion onset. For variability in the distance traveled at the time of the peak monkey M, the opposite was true; the peaks aligned learned eye velocity was lower in Figures 8E and 8F (p Ͻ better when plotted as a function of horizontal distance, 0.01). We conclude that the pursuit system determines indicating that for the most part the pursuit system when to emit a learned eye movement by keeping track learned that the change in target direction would occur of elapsed time and distance traveled by the target and after the target had moved 5Њ.
that the relative contributions that these two signals In the final two experiments, we varied horizontal tarmake to motor timing can be influenced by the condiget speed in the learning trials of each daily experiment tions in the learning trials. to ask whether the pursuit system could be forced to learn either the time of the change in target direction or Discussion the distance that the target had to move before this change occurred. To promote learning of time, all learnRepresentation of Time for Motor Control ing trials had the same value of ISI (500 ms), but we
We have found that the pursuit system can learn to emit a response that is timed to the occurrence of an varied horizontal target speed so that the target tra- ). Our results demonstrate that one behavioral sysrently to guide learned timing.
Prior research has provided abundant examples of tem can encode the passage of time either explicitly or implicitly depending on task conditions. explicit and implicit representations of time for motor control. Other evidence for an explicit representation of To determine when to emit the learned eye movement using information related to the distance traveled by time has come from (1) interval discrimination tasks that require the subjects to discriminate which of two conthe target, the pursuit system could capitalize on the identity: target speed equals distance traveled divided secutive stimuli is longer in duration (Buonomano and Karmarkar, 2002; Wright et al., 1997), (2) conditioning by the duration of motion. Target speed is a signal that is readily available from the visual system when the eye tasks that require the subjects to generate a response at a particular time after the presentation of a cue, either is stationary and is equal to the eye speed represented in the cerebellum ( (Waterston et al., 1992) . Until the neural signals and the cellular mechanisms responsible for these various phenomena have been elucidated, however, it is difficult to come to any firm conclusions about the degree to which our findings for pursuit learning in a stimulusresponse situation will be applicable to the timing of anticipatory smooth pursuit eye movements in other tasks. Finally, to explain the relationship between the size with a peak in the 150-250 range and a duration of 1-2 s will be a feature of all cerebellar-dependent forms of of the learned response and the ISI, we suggest that there is an "eligibility trace" for pursuit learning (Sutton learning, including those related to the involvement of the cerebellum in nonmotor tasks. Furthermore, the reand Barto, 1981). When the eligibility trace is large, then learning can occur at that time; if it is small or absent, markable similarity of the learning and the involvement of the cerebellum in each of these behaviors suggest then learning is poor even though motor performance might be excellent at the time. To explain our data, we that learned timing may be mediated by a shared set of circuit and cellular mechanisms. propose that an eligibility trace is triggered by the onset of target motion, peaks at about 150-250 ms later, and then declines gradually. Our data do not indicate 
